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FLEXIBLE
DEPENDABLE
TRUSTWORTHY

Innovative Logistics Solutions

FASTER SERVICE
SMARTER PEOPLE
LATEST TECHNOLOGY

We are a global integrated logistics solutions provider with a comprehensive portfolio of services. Customers in more than

Our vision

30 countries around the world rely on our decades of experience in planning and implementing integrated logistics

Freight Systems will constantly exceed customer
expectations by providing innovative logistic solutions.

solutions. Today, Freight Systems (FSL) plays a vital role in a highly competitive global economy where every business
wants its products to reach the marketplace on time.

Providing timely solutions to all
your logistics requirements

KSA

Thanks to the strategy of investing in technology that brings value to every process and offers clear benefits to customers,

Our mission

and of course, a well coordinated, highly motivated team whose common objective is to exceed customer expectations.

Freight Systems, as a logistic solutions provider, is committed to:

It gives us immense pride to announce that, in keeping with our corporate mission and vision, we have been awarded the

Delivering customized solutions
Investing in technology and people
Complying with applicable statutory and regulatory requirements
Enhancing profitability
Providing end-to-end supply chain services through an efficient global network

ISO 9001: 2000 certification, for establishing, applying and adhering to a Quality Management System, in all aspects of our
business. Our action plan is simple: identify customer needs, provide timely solutions, measure customer satisfaction and
improve the speed at which services are brought to the customer’s work place.
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Groupage

Air Freight
Sea-Air

Air-Sea

Direct consolidations covering more than 350 destinations worldwide

Air-Air Services

Dedicated CFS’s at all major FSL gateways

FSL offers excellent airfreight services keeping in view the clients priorities by ensuring space and shortest transit for time
bound cargo. With Strategic alliances with major carriers Freight Systems offers air-console service from all the major
gateways . Innovation as one of our corporate objective , we offer several customized options which bring added flexibility
and value to your supply chain, Our multi mode option of air & sea Provides you with excellent combination of speed &
economy. We are also equipped to handle charters for special projects , oversized cargo and dangerous goods ..

when time is of essence

Automated booking and loading confirmation through e-mail
e-booking

With Groupage as its core competency, FSL offers an unmatched service with a global network coverage and direct consolidations to
more than 350 destinations . To avoid multiple handling and ensure the safety of the cargo we are equipped with dedicated CFS at all
major gateways and are efficient to provide end-to-end handling of the cargo.

Understanding your every need

Land Freight

Sea Freight
Worldwide network

Track and trace on www.freightsystems.com

Fixed cut-off’s with assured sailings

Carrier contracts

Flexibility

Freight Visibility

Full-truck-loads (FTL) and Less-than-truck-loads (LTL) services

End to end services

Finished goods distribution

Merge in transit

Inter-country and inter-state Infrastructure

Retail distribution

Vendor managed inventory

Return programs

FSL ‘s sea freight product offers excellent solutions for FCL by providing flexible service options based on time &

Keeping in view your Business objectives and transportation requirements , FSL’ land freight services offers customized

cost ratio, which enables our customers to take prompt decisions as per their requirements . Due to special

options to achieve the perfect unification of lead- time , capacity, frequency and cost. With Contemporary truck fleets

contracts and alliances with the leading carriers we have the edge to provide you with competitive rates , frequent

enabled with tracking system to provide seamless information, scheduled services and strategically located terminal hubs

sailings even at times of critical space situations and a tracking system to give you the visibility and transparency.

we have the ability to anticipate our customers requirement precisely.
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Interem (Inter n a t i o n a l R e m o v a l s D i v i s i o n )

Contract Logistics
Ambient and Cool temperature storage facilities
Customized MIS reports

Cross dock operations

STOCKPACK: State-of-the-art WMS software

Inventory Management equipped with Barcode scanning facilities

availability through www.freightsystems.com

Stock transactions and

Office and residential relocations

Short and long term storage facilities

Home search

Comprehensive insurance cover

Documentation and customs formalities

Measured Purchase Order cycle times

FSL’ contract logistics services, with strategically located state-of- art warehousing facilities provides desirable proximity

Interem has an impeccable track record for success and an above average industry/continental benchmark rating as per FAIM ISO,

and accesibilty according to your supply chain requirements . We manage your inventory by putting in a suitable replen-

the industry’s most stringent quality auditors. Along with its head office in Dubai, Interem also has offices in Kuwait and major cities

ishment plan which helps you to focus on your core business, thereby reducing your inventory holding cost.

of India such as Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai, Bangalore and Kolkata.

providing seamless and cost effective solutions

complete peace of mind from pick up to delivery

FRESCON

Sea-Air

Real-time updates on shipments on a 24/7 basis
Customised log in id for each customer
Billing / invoice information

Packing and unpacking services

Live track and trace for all modes of shipment

‘e-booking’

Pre-defined transit time

Sea-air service schedule

Tracking service

Personalised auto-emails on status

Documentation Management

Strategic hubs in the region enable Freight Systems to offer Sea-Air options from the Far East and the Indian

Frescon is a web enabled platform exclusive for our valued clients , to provide customised MIS reports and real

subcontinent to Europe and North America and vice versa. Dedicated container freight stations at each hub

time updates for all the purchase orders . With Coherent & consistent information end to end our Purchase

expedite container handling for fast onward connections.

order Management System with its unique features is a splendid tool to plan and execute your supply chain
requirements .
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Lubricants

P r o j e c t s & H e a v y L i f t F orwarding
Site inspection and project planning
with en route reporting

Route surveys and selection of reliable carriers

Customs clearance

Custom built lubricating oil tanker named FSL PRIDE

Tracking and tracing

Lube oil supplies in bulk and packs to vessels off-shore

Final stage delivery with closing report
Freight Systems has always been proud of its association with Castrol Marine. Since November 1988, the company has
been the sole stockists and distributors for Castrol’s marine products in the UAE. As a stockist, FSL arranges to deliver the

Freight Systems has a dedicated project department which offers innovative ideas and technical engineering services right
from initial guidance to total project management and heavy lift transportation. Worldwide partners and a professional

ordered lubricants to the nominated vessels in all UAE ports and also handles replenishment requirements to locations
such as Bahrain, Kuwait, Muscat, Pakistan, India, Aden and CIS Countries.

project team are the key ingredients to the company’s success as project and heavy lift forwarders.

ensuring smooth and uninterrupted Operations

value added service ahead of its time

Nautical

Oil & Gas Energy

24 hours access

Petroleum is vital to many industries, and is of importance to the maintenance of industrial civilization itself, and thus is a critical

Record and check the stock of your spares

Track and trace it through to delivery

concern for many nations. Oil accounts for a large percentage of the world’s energy consumption, ranging from a low of 32% for

Place your order

Secure and dedicated system log in

Nautical is FSL’s ‘Ship Spares Management’ product is a professional and dedicated service to stock, co-ordinate and transport

Europe and Asia, up to a high of 53% for the Middle East.

your ship spares worldwide. Delivery of parts on time are ensured for routine service schedules or emergency repairs as we have
We at Freight Systems are strategically located worldwide to cater to the Oil and Gas sector with a team dedicated to serving the

strategically located warehouses around the globe to stock your spares. What’s more, we can easily set up a new warehouse at any

Oil and Gas industry providing innovative solutions tailored to the industry. Our teams works round the clock to ensure timely

location if a customer so desires. Our logistics infrastructure also allows us to offer the unique service of redirecting your shipment

movement of shipments. We also have a project team which helps to cater to heavy, over dimensional cargo.

if so required.
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Fine Arts

Autotranz

Pre-planning and program scheduling

Secured log in and access to our 24/7 online service
24/7 visibility on all shipments moving through the network
to consignee’s

Commercial documents attached to the job

Customised report generation

Automated pre-alerts

Internal triggers set to monitor service conformity

by chase vans

temporary imports with swift clearance Specialized transportation accompanied

Temperature and humidity controlled storage facility

paper blankets, custom-made crates)

Special protection (Acid-free paper, bubble-wrap,

24/7 web enabled camera access to clients from around the world

From freight, to handling, receiving and storage, our highly trained personnel ensure that your valuable
A dedicated service that offers stocking, co-ordination and transportation of your auto spares worldwide. It aims at

pieces of art get all the care and attention they deserve.

optimising your transportation and distribution from the warehouse to your dealers.

ensuring smooth and uninterrupted Operations

value added service ahead of its time

Wear on Arrival

MICELOG
Planning

Pickup

Customs clearance

Multi-supplier consolidations
Inspection and warehousing

Multimodal transport
Transportation to exhibition site

Return and on-forwarding

Insurance

Direct delivery to booth

programs

Storage facilities

A specialized service from Freight Systems that offers complete end-to-end logistics solutions for events and exhibition

Vendor compliance program

Vendor relationship

Complete capability for handling

Document collection and management

A comprehensive fashion logistics services to fashion buyers sourcing their products from multiple suppliers in multiple countries.

cargo. Strong global network, experienced and skilled personnel and an excellent infrastructure ensures that your exhibits
are delivered and displayed as per schedule.

Inventory management

Complete documentation services

Door-to-door service to ensure just-in-time (JIT) delivery and dwell-in-transit (DIT)

garments-on-hangers (GOH) by air and ocean

Consolidation.

Multiple carrier options
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It is designed to facilitate a seamless flow of goods with complete transparency of information from point to point.
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